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.1.h?RODUCTIOl\T 

The following pages will briefly sum up and analyze 

the information relevant to family planning gleaned in 

several months of fieldwork in a Haitian hamlet. This 

period of exploratory research has been a useful prelimi-

nary not only for settling 1n. learning the language, and 

becoming ac~uainted with and acceptable to the members of the 

research community, but also for isolating and clarifying 

the genuine issues around 1. which the success of a progr~ 

of voluntary tert111ty control will ultimately hinge. 

These issues, which should be the object of more exaet 

study, ere by no mans self-ev14ent • . On the oontrar.y it 

is very easy to misconstrue the problem. It will be 

argued 1n these pages that one widespread stereot.rped image 

of the Hai t1an demographic s1 tuation--namely, tha.t of 

a fatalistic population- whose religious, cr...1ld-hungry 

men and women continue to produce offspring at a blind, 

self-destructive rate--1s a serious d1stort1ono It will 

be pointed out that the support given to this d1t:tort1on 

by pieces of attitud1na 1 rese0roh such as that of 

Sty-cos ( 11Ha1 tia n att1 tudes w1 th regard to family size were 

studied by a student of his) 1s largely a result.of 

ignoring important spheres of data because of an exclu-
sive attent1om to the "cogn1t1ven and "attitudinal" spheres. 

'?he proper :t'ramework 1n which to construe the repro .. 

duct1ve habits of the Haitian villagers, 1t will be argued, 



1s in the dual context of their economic activities and 

high mortality ratesG In this sense the information 1n 

these pages const1 tutcs a "background" for a more exact· 

quantitative study of the economic repercussions of the 

raising of children in rural Haiti. 

This paper 1s based on data which, because of its 

special relevance to the question at hand, has been selec-

ted from the very wide ran·;e of data collected in the course 

of ethnographic inquiry. Three types of data will pe pre-

sented and related to each others 

a. ~uant1tat1ve demographic data collected in the 

course of a census of the entire vill~ge popu-

lation. (See Appendix.I for a discussion of the 

census). 

bo Data on the details of the economic organization 

of local peasant life collected during daily ob-

servations and lengthy tape-recorded interviews 

with both men·1 and women0 . 

c. Attitudinal data concerning family size preferences 

elicited in the oourse of informal conversations 

with some two dozen villagers spanning both sexes 

and different age groups. At this stage of the re-

search we have avo1cled identifying ourselves with 
11 family size research" and have collected attitu-

dinal data in the course of normal conversations. 



Wl'1ile at a more advanced stage of the research more direct 

interview questions concerning family size will be asked, 1n 

the be~1nn1ng it was deemed best to avoid the danger of 1n-

fluenc1ng answers by 1dent1fy1ng ourselves With family 

planning researcho Thus my wife and I haYe tried to el1o1t 

relevant information 1n the context of conversations. The 

uniformity obtained. 1n tne responses thus far strongly 

suggests that 'the figures arrived at in extensive samples 

would not diffe~ greatly from the average obtained oy 

'Che two dozen individuals whose i,att1tudes have alread1 

been ••surrppt1t1ously" e11c1tedo· 

The three types of data mentioned above will be pre-

sented 1n separate sections. But 1t will be shown how 

the three spheres of 1nformat1on are related to each 

other, and the guiding theme of this paper will be that 

family size 1s not a free-floating parameter that can 

be manipulated independently of the econom1o context 

in wh1oh it occurs, but rather that 1t 1s one component 

of a system. To change 1t, or even adequately to comprehend 

1t, one must take into account the global context 1n which 

1t 1s embedded. 



~-Econgmic C9....nm.0.!\fil'lt1 F£l.:r.m1.n'! s.nd M::i...rketing. 

The village chosen for study was La Hatte Cadette. 

(Though the term "hamlet" would be a more exact name 

for the community• "viillage't ' w111 be used throughout 

this paper.) La Hatte is located some two kilometers 

south of Thomazeau, on the northern side of the Cul-de-

Sa.c plain. It li.s a large conglomeration of dwellings 

most of whose residents are related by blood or affinal 

ties. La Ha.tte was chosen for :research after a month 

of examining all of the communities in the area of 

Thomazeau. La Hatte met the requirements of a community 

that appeared economically and socially representative 

of the communities in that area and wh1oh moreover had 

as of yet :received no systematic exposure to family 

planning infonnation. 

The livelihood of the residents of La Hatte 1s rep-

resentative of that of most of the population of liaiti 

in its basic outlines, peasant agriculture and a mar-

keting system in which females play a preponderant role. 

Tne economy oft he l:ia1 t1an peasa11t and market woman has · 

frequently bBen character1zed as a technologically prim1• 

t1ve economy in which capital 1s scarce and labor 1s plen-

tiful. This characterization applies very well to La 

Hatte. A hoe. a machete. and a knife constitute the tool 

inventory of most of the farmers, and human labor 1s by 

far the cheapest and most readily available : ractor of 
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production. In the centuries since national independence 

t he ha1t1an peasantry has evolved a system of agricultural 

production and distribution which relies heavily on a pro-

digal expenditure of man-hours for an extremely precarious 

level of cash return. Though the Haitian peasant 1s inex-

tricably involved in a cash economy (in La Ratte much food 

1s purchased during all of the year), the Haitian farmer 

rarely 3,,nyest9··· cash in any aspect of.' the productive pro-

cess, and h1s market ... woman wife invests the m1n1mum 

feasible sum 1n her entrepreneurial distributive act1v1-

t1es. What 1s invested by both men and women 1s their 

laboro The present-day resident of La ~atte g~ows Up 1nto 

an ongoing economic system tha~ 1s predicated on the availa-

bility of domestic labor, and the oentral · theme of this 

paper 1s that the actual fert111ty output of the local 

population, as well as their beliefs and aspirations, are 

geared to the labor-intensive character of local agricul-

ture and marketing.-

Though it will be the purpose of the research project 

ultimately to document this situation with figure~. the 

broad outlines of the loeal eeonomio system are now well 

enough lmown to give a general description of the indi-

vidual roles of men, women, and children as well as a 

rough bluepr1nt of the typical domestic "small-firms" 

formed by the 1nterseot1on of these separate roles. 

The r1rst sine-qua-non for participation 1n this system 
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is access by the males of the domestic unit to cultivable 

land. As far as 1s knoun there are no households in La 

Hatte that do not own at least some land. But the majority 

of hol.1Seholds also rely on the sharecropping of land as 

well. There are many households which let out part of their 

land to tenants, while at the same time share-cropping 

land of other households. This apparently contradictory 

procedure is mot1 vated by the varying qui;tli ty of land 

which any household will own as well as by the desire to 

diversify crops and take advant~ge of the several possibi-

11 ti es available in the local ecological zone. The maj ,:>ri ty 

of 1rr,.lp;3ted land 1n Le. Ratte is dedicated to the growth 

of sugar cane and sweet potatoes, the non-irrigated land 

(which in La Hatta paradoxically means l~nd which 1s so 

wet because of a high water table and drainage problems 

as not to need irrigation) is devoted to rice, beans, 

and small onions. Other minor crops are also grown, but 

the above mentioned ones provide most of the cash which 

enters the households of La Hatte by route of agriculture. 

The landholdings of any domestic group rarely take 

the fo:z-m of a continuous plot. On the contrary the conti-

nuous process of paroelization brought about by successive 

generations of inheritance division have resulted 1n the 

situation of each farmer having his holdings scattered out 

into tiny plots, usually lying at quite a distance from 

each other. 

The burden of agricultural labor is borne by adult 
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males with frequent help on the part ·of older sons, and 

occasional help at periods of peak labor domand--such 

as harvests--from the females in the family. Furthermore 

most of the men have recourse to cooperative labor during 

the year--long standing arrangements 1n which small groups 

are formed, all of whose members take turns working for 

a day at a time on the land of the various members, free 

of charge. Some farmers also resort to the hiring of 

day-labor for certain taskss but this practice 1s the 

exception. As a rule money 1s not invested 1n labor. 

Even 1n the aoqu1s1tion of the pr1no1pal plants--e.g. 

sugar-cane-heads and stem cuttings for the planting 

of sweet-potatoes--the farmers acquire these free of cost 

on the farms of relatives and friends. In short the 

agricultural system requires the investment of little 

or no cash but much labor. 

It is of obvious advantage to the farmer to have 

male children to help him. Not only can they help out 

on his own farm, but 1f they are old enough they can 

be sent to the farms of neighnors to take the place of 

their father on days when the latter 1s supposed to take 

his turn help1ng out on the plot of a man who :prev1ous-

1Y helped out on his plot. Furthermore a man with sons 

is better able to take advantage of the occasional demands 

for hired labor, the labor is done faster by the man with 

sons, and the father of course pockets the money. 

But there 1s an upper limit to the number of male sons 

any man can effectively put to productive use. The agri-

cultural system of La Hatte 1s "labor intensive" only 1n 
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the sense that',labor is a more 1mporta11t factor of production 

than capital. But 1t is not "labor intensive" in the sense 

that certain other peasant farming systems have been shown 

effectively ta use more labor, whereby on a given area of 

land an increase in man-hours invested will result in an 
increase of yield ("1nvolution° being the term commonly 

used)o Neither the crops planted nor the available 

technological skills 1n La Ratte permit the farmers 

to increase yields merely by the addition of ever more 

man-hours of labor on their plots. There is little cars 

given to the crops between planting and harvesting (one 

weeding and monthly 1rrigatio?l'). Thus though the presenoe 

of some male children 1s an advantage , there is a ceiling 

on the number that can be put to profitable useo Above 

this number the sons turn into semi-idle consumers. There 

are no local outlets into which their energies can be chan-

neled to the financial benefit of the domestic group. 

As has been mentioned, the women play a crucia 1 role 

in seour1ng cash-income for the family. It 1s quite ~1kely 

thatt.moat of the income earned 1n a year by most domestic 

groups is brought in by the entrepreneurial activities 

of the woman, rather than by~~the agricultural act1v1t1es 

of the males.- These female activities are only indirectly 

related to the cropping patterns of their husbands. 

Perhaps it is best at this point to emphasize that 

at least two aspects of the domestic div1s1on of labor 
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reported for rural Haiti do not apply to La Hatte. (Since 

much of the literature on Haiti ignores numbers, one wonders 

just how typical they were even for the regions in whioh they 

were reported). The first concerns that type of domestic 

cooperation occurring where the :iwoman markets the crops 

which her husband and sons grow. The vast majority of' 

the women of La Hatta do not do this. The sugar cane 

is automatically dispatched to the RASCO ("Haitian-American 

Sugar Corporat1on°) mill in Port-au-Prince and the sweet 

potatoes are usually bought by wandering female middlemen, 

frequently before they are even harvested. The woman of the 

house has little say;i- 1n the marketing or these principal 

crops O What she does marl-cet 1s beans ( occasionally rice). 

For the past two decades the women of La Hatte have been 

periodic migrants to Port-au-Prince. Leaving La Hatte 

w1th a small amount of capital (often coming from the 

sale of the family cane or sweet potatoes mentioned 

above), the woman will purchase beans in bulk 1n one 

of the depots of Port-au-Prince or a distant market 

(Ti-mache; Croix-des-Bouquets, Ti-tae, .Uuval1erv1lle 

being the ones most frequently mentioned), and will 

retail them on one of several street corners a few 

blocks north-east of the Cro1x-Bossale market section 

of Port-au-Prince ("Bo t)aint Joseph"). 

Over 80% of t he women under 50 described themselves 

as "koml3sat pwa, 11 bean sellers. At any given moment only 
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part of this group will actually be in Port-au-Prince. 

Information to be pres 2. nted in the following section will 

indicate that at any given time most of the women will 

be in La Ratte, but other information indicates that 

the typical businesswoman will spend six months out of the 

year in Port-au-Prince. At any rate, the principal point 

being made here is that, though the woman depends for part 

of her capital on money stemming from the sale of her 

husband's crops, she is not generally a marketer of these 

crops herself. 

The second supposedly typical domestic phenomenon, which 

does not apply to La Batte, concerns the economic function 

of polygyny. In the traditional description the man is 

depicted as having a dispersed "harem'' in which the women 

are strategically deployed around his fields, each woman 

being attached to one of the plots. In La Hatto there are 

only six cases of men who concureently have more than 

one woman, and in none of these oases, according to present 

information, 1s it a question of agricultural strategy. 

The few marginal economic benefits that the polygynous 

arrangement appears to bring concerns cooperation 1n 

child-rearing (where one of the women, selling beans in 

Port-au-Prince~· will leave her children with the other 

woman and send weekly supplies from Port-au-Prince), and 

in not all of the cases ~o the co-wives get along well 

enough to establish th1s type of cooperation. 
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In short, though the women of L~ Hatt~ play an essen-

tial role in the acquisition of cash for the household and 

in that sense fit the picture generally painted of the 

rural Haitian d1v1s1on of male and female labor, the 

fash1~n 1n which they malte their contribution differs 

somewhat from the role they have been reported to play in 

other parts of· Ha1t1o 

Just as the male can use ~he help of a certain number 

of sons 1n his agricultural activity, likewise the female's 

entrepreneurial activities are enhanced if she has the he.lp 

of at least one competent dau8hter 1n Port-au-Prince. 

It must be understood that each woman carries on her own 

business 1n complete f1nano1al independence • . Though she 

may team up wlth two or three .other women for the renting 

of a small room 1n which to sleep at night and cook once 
,w.~y ' 

a day. and though she ma4.$ trade small ~avors 1n the course 

of a day's business aotivity. each market woman ls basically 

on her owno· 

Much time is consumed 1n the search for beans to buy 

wholesale. Perhaps 40% of a woman's active hours are 

spent searching for, transporting, and temporarily storing 

stocko While engaged 1n these act1v1t1es she is consuming 

capital and missing out on sales opportunities.- If she 

has a daughter, on the other harid, a very convenient divi-

sion of labor can be set up, whereby the daughter 1s 

retailtng on the street corner, while the mother 1s off 

scouting for stook. (6r vice versa). 
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But as in the case of male children, there is a c eiling 

on the number of daughters that can be used in Port-au-

Prince profitably. The higher cost of 11 v1ngJ.in Port-nu. 

Prince e.nd the availa-bil1 ty of· goods heighten the danger 

of wast1ng valua·ble cap1 tal. Unless the girl can be put 

to profitable use, she will be a tremendous liability 

in Port-Gu-Prince. 

When the mother is 1n Port-au-Prince it 1s also ex-

tremely conven1ent--though not absolutely necessary--for 

her to have another daue;hter baclt in La Hatte to cook, keep 

house, and wash clothes for her husband and sons. There 

are households with no such ~xtra daughter where the man 

actually does the cooking and even ca:rries water.· But 

the preferred and more convenient arr~ngement 1s for there 

to be another daughter who stays home. 

This in broad outline is the general pattern which 

the domestic units in La Batte must follow in order to 

participate effectively in the local economy. '.l'here 

are many variations on th1s basic theme. There are 

many strategies for the placing of surplus personnel 

(e.g. school for boys and sewing classes for g1rls) 1 

for the recruitment of missing personnel ("borrowing" 

children from collateral relatives or even "purchasing" 

children from willing mothers 1n Port-au-Prince), and 

for cooperation between different domestic units in the 
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same residential compound { "lakoun) . .. - ?But here we @.re 

1nterested only 1n presenting the essential features 

of the micro-economics of life 1n La Ratte. 

~o repeat, there 1s a mi~imuro.:. level of personnel 

below which domestic units are hard-pressed to partici-

pate effectively in this economic system, There 1s 

a I!l9.X1jnu.m level of personnel above which the household 

will find itself burdened with non-productive semi-idle 

consumers• Exact investigation wi 11 be aimed a.t producing 

figures to support this claim, but on the basis of the 

general picture presented here, 1t 1s difficult to envision 

a household of La liatte functioning at peak efficiency 

(1n an economic sense) with fewer than~ .Q1: rn, 1hBn 
seven economically active members. 

Family size has important repercussions on the econo-

mic activities of the group 1n question. Personnel level 

is one component of an ongoing economic system, it 1s a 

component which cannot be altered without having repercus-

sions on the functioning of the entire system. Conversely, 

the system itself will have mechanisms for achieving 

and maintaining the necessary personnel level. These 

mechanisms manifest themselves under the rubric of 

demography. 
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:~emoa;ra:phi.c Cgmnonemt; NAting, Fertil.ity, a nd Il'.!ortalitY. 

In selecting a conunun1 ty • e,ttention was given to finding 

one which would be representati~·e in size of the commu-

nities in this region but hopefully large enough to 

permit analysis of intra-community variation as well, 

Though La Hatte is one of the larger communities 1n 

this area, it nonetheless gave a deceptive 1n1t1al 

appearance of being even larger than it really 1s. 

There a re more than 3.50 "buildings" in the community. 

Though there are a handful of tin roofs, the majority 

of these structures are wattle-daub, thatched-roof two 

room cottages. With this number of buildings and a 

modal household size of about five persons, I expected 

a population of over 1,500. 

But a c~mplete census done on the community revealed 

that the vast majority of the smaller and older structures 

were not human dwelling places, The final tabulation showed 

that only 217 structures were normally lived in by people, 

and that of these 217 houses, 31 currently had no occupants 

(in most cases the residents all living in Port-au-Prince).-

'l'hus there are ltso currently occupied houses 1n La Hatte. 

The remaining structures fall, in deacendlng order of fre-

quency , into the following categor1esa kitchens (81), 

storage sheds (4,3), a.nd ka.y {private vodun cult 

temples, ofwwh1ch there are 35), 
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Table 1 

Brealtdown of the Population 
by age and sex. 
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'.i'able 1 gives a breakdown of the population by age 

end sex. It should be borne in mind that the total of 

719 represents only those 171 currently occupied houses that ' 

were rei:1_ched in the census. To compute the entire popu-

lation we have to take into account those members of the 

community (mostly females) who temporarily leave the 

community for economic activities elsewhere but whose 

spouses and children remain in La Hatta and who are thus 

demographically relevant members of the community; as 

well as the projected number of individuals in the 15 
currently occupied dwellings whom I was not successful 

i n contacting for the censuso The resulting porulation 

of 9LJ.3 people gives a mean of 5 • .3 persons per household. 

~ut since in many cases dependent children live in 

houses adJacen~ to, though in the same compound with, 

that of their parents, the size of the economic units is 

slightly larger. If we g1ve a functional definition to the 

domestic unit and include 1n it all those who are econo-

mically dependent or active 1n one group, the average 

unit will have some 6 individuals. 

Table 1 reveals two important demographic characteristics. 

In the first place the population of La Hatte 1s very 

youngs 45.1% of the population is under 15 years of age. 

~'urthermore there 1s a sex-imbalance (understandable in 

light of the preceding economic discussion). Though 

the sex-imbalance applies to the population as a whole, 
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it becomes much more prominent if we break the population 

do,·m into economically relevant age groups. The ratio 

for the 10-49 age group 1s 56% male--44% female. Ir we 

take the 10-19 age group the sex imbalance reaches a 

remarkable 59o7% male--40,J~ female, ~everal economic 

facts are reflected hereo Girls begin to be of use 1n 

Port-au-Prince in their early teens, and women up till 

the age of 50 continue to be active in the market. (We 

also know of ma.nr older women still involved 1n this 

activity}. Eut females begin mating for the most part 

in their early twenties. A mated female will spend 

much more time ; in La Hatte than her younger unmated 

counterparts. After childbirth the woman will remain 

about a year 1n La Hatte nursing her bab7. 1'1l.rthermore 

the female who is married or DJase (1.e. involved in 

a consensual union) will feel social pressure to return 

to La Ratte at least once a month and spend some time 

at home. The wom~n generally explain their visits in 

terms of the need to houses and visit 
,/ 

the1r ch1ldreni but 1t 1s also said that a. woman who 

rrtays away for too long will be sus:pected of having 

another man in Port-au-Prince. 

If the only periodic emigrants were the female entre-

preneurs, the sex-ratio would be much more imbalanced than 

1t 1s. But there are over 50 young males who were reported 

r 
I 
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to be currently in the Dominican Republic workin.~ in the 

cane fields. 'J:he ract that most of these males slipped 

quietly across the nearby border (to be picked up by 

the truckload in vehicles supplied by labor-seeking 

Dominican sugar-mill administrators) sug~esta that mani 

households mie;ht have denied having sons across the 

border, which would. increase the number of male emigrants 

above that shown in the census. At an.v rate the census 

indicates that slightly less than 30% of the economically 

active population was out of La Hatte. 

!•1e.t1ng Pa~terns. As t-1as to be expected, but perhaps 

in cootradiction with certain stereotypes concerning 

the Haitian family (stereotypes which I have e!lcountered 

in talking to foreigners and certain Port-au-Prince 

.aaitians), reproduction 1n J.,a Ratte was found to take 

place in the context of stable cores1aenti~l conjugal 

unions in which most children spend most of their childhood 

under the same roof with both of their biological parents. 

There are two t-l1despreRd and socially recognized forms 

of conjugal union, marriage and 11 plasaj." The former type 

of union is ~e which has been ratified by civil reg1stra-

t1on and a religious ceremony; the latter {which is the 

more widespread of the two) is a consensual union which 

1s usually as stable as, and frequently a prelude to, legal 

marriageo 

~here is a variant of the plasaj relationship which 

should be mentioned, extra.residential vis1ttng relationships. 

l~h1le these exist in La Hatte, the frequency with which 

partners to such a union deny it (at least to the census 
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taker) suggests that it does not have the same general 

social acceptance that 1t has 1n other Caribbean commu-

nities where it has been reported. There appear to be 

two circumstances in which a visiting relationship occurss 

either early in the life of a couple while both are still 

living in their parents• houses, or later when a man 

takes on a second woman and sets her up in a house of 

her own. In both cases the woman will be called the 

"madam" of the man (though " ma.dam" as a prefix to a name 

is used only for married women as a rule). The low statis-

tical frequency of these cxtraresidential relationships 

has made it impractical to give them separate ·tabulation, 

and they have been included under plasai relat1onsh1ps. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the distribution of the dif-

ferent marital statuses by age groups among males and 

females Tespectively. Our suspicions concerning the 

laclc of candor as regards visiting relationships are 

justifiably increased when we see the large percentage 

of ••separated" females in their early twenties. In the 

case of a male, the relationship may be denied easily. 

But in the case of a. female who has a baby the only 

claim that she could make 1s that 0 we have separated." 

Examining tables 2 and J we see that 70% of the 

current conjugal un1ons in La Hatte are based on ~lasaj 
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Table 2 

Males1 Marital Status by Age Group 
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Table 3* 

Females: Marital Status by Age Group 

* For purposes of compa rison with Table 2, only females 

above the age of 20 will be included' in the totRl 
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as opposed to legal marriage. In certain Caribbean communi-

ties (1.e. rural Jamaica and the Dominican Republic) legal 

marriage 1s partly a function of age, a progressively larger 

percentage of the unions being marriage as one moves up 

the age groups. This 1s not the case in La Ha.tte. 

If one uses furniture and house type as indicants of 

economic status, there will be a oorrelation between 

house type and marriage. But this 1s a somewhat circular 

analysis, as one of the prerequisites for legal marriage 

(imposed by custom, not by law) 1s the possession of 

an above average house and of furniture that is uphol-

stered (cushions on the chairs) or at least varnished, 

as well as a bed (insteai of the more common mats). 

Nonetheless 1t seems fairly certain that · 1f more information 

were had on the amount of land or money a family had, 

there would appear a genuine relationship between economic 

status and marital status. 

There 1s also a noticeable relationship between 

re11&1on and marital status. ~he community may be 

divided into three religious groups1 Vodouists (persons.catholics, 

who answered yes to the question a.s to whether they 

served lwa), Catholics (i.e.Catholios who denied serving 

~) and Protestants. (The percentage of adults who fell 

into each of these groups was 60.J, 20.5, 19.2 respectively). 

As was expected, most people are Vodou1st8t what was sur-

prising was the openness with which 1t was admitted. 
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A glance at table 4 w111 show a strong association 

betwee11 religion ancl mar1 tal status. The te.ble 1s in-

teresting in that it also indicates that the Catholics 

(1.e. the "katolik fra" who reject Vodoun) do form a 

group which differs noticeably from the Vodouists 1n 

at least some respects. 

But though one 1s able to find associations between 

marital status and other categories (ioe• economic 

status and religion), there have been found no 

assoc1at1011s betv1een fert111t,,t and these categories. 

A tentative stratification of the community in terms 

of individuals of high, medium, and low fert1i1ty was 

attempted in order to probe for social or economic 

correlates to fertility d1fferent1als, and none were 

found. (~his attempt 1s discussed 1n e.n appendix). 

Thus though legal marriage has many social 1mpl1cat1ons, 

from the point of view of reproductive output, either 

in terms of live children or children everborn, 1t 

appears irrelevant. Thus a slightly di f ferent breakdown 

of the population, focusing on essential mating information, 

1s given 1n Tables 5 and 6, 

Here we see clearly two different typical mating 

careers1 the male career and the female career. It 1s 

obvious that the females get an earlier start, In the 

20-29 age group a muoh higher percentage of females are 
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cur1~ently mated than males. B"y the a ~e of thirty only 

about five out of ten.males Will have ever been in a con-

jugal union as compared to nine out of ten females. But 

from the age of thirty on, the percentages begin to even 

out and the tables begin to rev,erse. Already 1n this 

age group (;Q-40) a certain number of mated females begin 

to withdraw from the unions and enter the category of 

the ":formerly mated." In the J0-50 age group already about 

a fifth of the female population has entered this oate-

gory outnumbering by over two to one the males in this 

group. This trend strengthens rtotlceably 1n the 50..64 

age group where already half of the once mated females 

have been consigned to permanent conjugal solitude, whereas 

their male counterparts are all currently mated (except 

for one man who has never mated)• The tre·nd reaches 1 ts cul-

mination among the old folks above 65, where there 1s 

not a single currently mated female, but where s1x out of 

ten males are st111 partners to a conjugal union. The 

reproductive 1mpl1oat1ons of these patterns are obvious. 

Ignoring these age-spec1fio differences, on the whole 

both sexes contribute about equally to the pool of the 

currently-mated--as of course i~ to be expected. In both 

groups about six out of every ten individuals who meet the 

cultura1 and biological prerequ1s1t.es for mating will be 

currently involved 1n a conjugal union. ~he four out of 

ten males who are not mated tend to be young, whereas 
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most of the unmated females are beyond the childbearing age. 

This s1tuat1on has repercussions 1n terms of the 

household composition. 65% of the households (n.106) have 

a conjugal pair 1n them, whereRs 35% (n. 58) have none. 

(Of course domestic units in wh1ch the wife 1s in Port-

au-1-rince selling beans are counted as having a conjµgal 

pair). In the latter group of "incomplete" domestic 

uni ts• 47 of the 58 at one time did he.ve a conjugal pair. 

Denudation was brought about by death of one of the partners 

1n 55~ of the cases, by conjugal. t:>realru.p 1n only 45.% of 

the cases o '.L'hus only about one out of five households 

1n the community has been left without a husband-father 

or wife-mother because:.: of conjugal 1nstab111ty. 'I>hus 

though domestic groups that have been denuded by marital 

breakup do exist, they are far from belng the norm. 

On the contrary present information indicates that 

most of the conjugal unions are mgnogamous and stable, 
Only six men in the entire group of adult males (n. 168) 

are currently involved in polygamous un1ons--wh1ch makes 

the much discusse~ Haitian polygamy a statistical rarity-

in La Ratte. And although a third of the currently 

mated males claimed to have had children by women other 

than their current mates (as opposed to only one-1·1:rth 

of the :t'emales), information g1 ven in the preceding para-

graph forces us to assume that at least half of these 

previous unions were dissolved by death rather than bY 
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conjueal breakup. The eventual collection of deta11\ed mating 

histories will give us more exact information, but at present 

it a ppears that the domestic scene in rural Ha1t1 manifests 

a stability that matches that round in other West Indian 

peasant communities, 

Fertility and Mortalitx. Tables 7 and 8 present 

various types of fertility and mortality data on the male 

and female population respectively. The tables record only 

fertile individuals, here defined as any man or woman who has 

had at least one child born live. 

Most discussions of fertility consider data for female 

fertility exclusively, The common sense assumption is that 

the figures for male fertility.as a whole will come out to 

be the srune as those of the :t'emales of that population. 

Unfortunately this assumption 1s not borne out in the 

figures for the population of La Matte. There is a dif-

ference for which at present I have no convincing explana-

tion, and the figures are worth reporting in the hopes that 

this discrepancy will be found to exist in other communities 

as well, or will be found to be a peculiarity of this 

community alone, 

The 115 fertile males 1n the population have had a 

total . of 712 children (198 of whom have died), giving a 

mean of 0.2 children everborn to all fertile males. The 

146 females, on the other hand, have had a total of 837 

children (280 of whom have diedl, giving a mean of only 
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5.6 children everborn to all fertile ··females. According 

to the tables the males produced more chi l dren than the 

females:. 

This discrepancy could be due to selective remembrance. 

But if one of the sexes were to have memory slips with 

regard to children, 1t would seem that the males would 

be the ones--which would give a lower mean to the males. 

This 1s not the case. The discrepancy could be due to 

intentional falsification, the females eithBr denying 

some children, or the males claiming more than they 

had 0 But there 1s no evidence or motivation for 

believing that there would be any systematic fals1f1cat1on 

1n this matter that would be stronger among orif, of the 

sexes than t~e othero The discrepancy could also con-

ceivably be due to earlier mortality on the part of 

females of completed child-bearing. That 1s, 1f females 

with many children die before the census taker asks them 

how many children they have had, the per-female mean 

would be deflated. But there 1s no justification in 

Table 1 that would support this poss1b111ty. 

Or then again the discrepancy could be caused because 

as a matter of fact the males have more children than the 

femaleso In a closed population this would not be possible. 

But the population of La Hatte 1s not closed. Though 

over 90% of the conju~al unions in La Hatta are village 

endogamous. we have seen that a third of the currently 
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mated males claimed to h:c-n.re hed children by persons other 

than their current mates. This ln itself would suggest 

that on the whole males are more likely to have been in 

more than one union during their 11fetime--g1v1ng them 

a slightly higher mean on children. 

Furthermore the existence of even a small percentage 

of polygynous unions would tend to push up the male mean. 

Finally the post-marital residence rules applying 

in this part of Haiti make it ea.s1er for males to have 

affairs with women outside of La Hatte and thus have 

more children on the whole than the females. Briefly stated, 

the population of La Hatte and the surrounding communities 

abide by uxorilocal residence rules. When two ·young people 

are go1ns to marry (or plase), the family of the girl 

allocates a p1ece of land in their compound for the boy 

to build a house there. This practice has been followed 

by most of the couples now 1n La Hatte, e.nd furthermore 

this is seen as the way things are "supposed to be." For 

the couple to reside on the husband's family's land is seen 

as permissible• but not normal; it 1s a "h1llb1lly0 custom, 

&ay the people of the plain. (This 1s a surprising :f1nd1ng1 

all accounts of Haitian peasantry speak of vir1local 

residence as though 1t were the only pattern acceptable 

to the_ peasants. Ubviously th1s i was a premature generali-

zation. And we are not dealing with a "new" custom 1n 

La Hatte• the older residents say that men have alwarn gone 
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to live on the property of their wives' families.) This 

pattern of uxor1local residence means that the girls stay 

put while the men move out to new pastures. And at least 

some of them will have grazed 1n more than one new pasture 

1n their lifetime, giving them a slightly higher mean on 

children everborn than the females. 

The principal flaw 1n this explanation 1s that 1f the 

men of La Hatte are having children with women 1n other 

communities, some men 1n other communities should be having 

children with the women 1n La Hatte. 

Thus we will need more case histories to make any 

confident statements about the why of higher male fertility. 

~n the meantime the figures stand as an interesting paradox, 

which, along with the data already discussed 1n Tables 

5 and 6, indicate that despite the obvious biological coope-

ration involved 1n reproduction, each of the sexes 1n 

La Hatte has its own particular mating career. 

One other aspect of the fert111ty and mortal1ty tables 

that must be discussed 1s the eccentric figures for one of 

the age groups in each table. In the case of the females, 

the over-65 group has a surprisingly low mean on children 

everborn and 11ve children. In the case of the male chart 

it is the figures for the 55-64 age group which are lower 

than would be expected0 Fart of this is probably due to 

the difficulty of getting accurate ages and the resulting 

misplacement of some 1nd1v1duals. (This difficulty 1s 

discussed 1n Appendix I). And undoubtedly part of 1t is 
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due to the relat1 vely small number o~ cases from a demo-

graphic point of view, 1·1hich reduces the likelihood of 

smooth progressions. 

Despite these questions about the fertility and morta-

lity figures• the relevance of these. tables for the central 

theme of these pages should be imm.ed1atelf obvious. If 

the economic system prevailing 1n La Hatte establishes cer-

tain personnel needs, the high mortality figures create 

an additional factor w1th which the population of La 

Hatte has to deal 1n order to regulate itself. By the 

time a woman reaches heT 65th blrthday-, she can expect to 

have lost~ of her children. Nineteen out qf every twenty 

men and women in the oldest ag~ group have had the experi-

ence of l9sing at least one child, and the majority have 

lost more than one. 

How does the final effect1ve fertility output oft the 

local population do 1n terms of the personnel needs dis-

cussed earlier? We are forced to conclude that when all 

1s said and done the~~~ achieves~ Der househo,1d 

level ~ _coin~~ closel,.y; w1tb ~level~ would~ 

~ch1eved ~~households~ effectivell 

intelligently Elann1n5 their l!ill• We see thls not only 

1n the modal household size, but more convincingly 1n the 

final effective fertility output of the females. Subtracting 

children who die, women over the age of 45 achieve a mean 
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of 4.6 .live children per womans, which is extremely close 

to what they would have to achieve 1f they wanted their 

households to pa:rtiolpate effect1 vely in the local economi.o 

aystem. 

There are two "bu-ts" which can be anticipated. The 

figure of 4.6 is a mathematical mean and does not take into 

account the many groups wh1ch are burdened with too many 

children, nor those households whose children have been 

wiped out by early death. But the central issue here is 

~r whether the rural .l:ia1t1an population 1s really 

suffering from uncontrolled growth. And the answer is 

llQ.o When all is said and done, the final population 

figure in ~erms of per-household personnel levels indicates 

that that the fertility dynamics are keeping in close touch 

w1th the demands confront1ng 1ndiv1dual domestic groups 

within the current economic context. The peasant population 

1s effectively regulating its size in terms of the conditions 

which individual domestic groups must meet to secure an 

ef fective hold in the ongoing eccnomic system. 

An even stronger objection will come from those who 

are projecting current growth trends into the future, 

Though it may be conceded that individual households are 

producing children at a rate that 1s 1n accord with their 

immediate economic interests, the result of this is a growth 

rate that will ultimately lead to demographic disaster 1n 

Ha1t1. 
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This is certainly a justified fear. But the ultimate 

cause of "overpopulati:01111 1s not irrational, irresponsible 

reprod.uct1. ve beh:"l-Vlor on the part of the Haitian peasantry; 

but rather an eventual incongruity between the economic 

organization of rta1t1an society and the insular Haitian 

habitat. This point must be made stronelY, as predictions 

of demographic disaster are usually made by those who advocate or 

are plarming some sort of intervention.· Programs of popula-

tion control will be doomed from the start if they are 

predicated on the existence of an "irrational" tradition-

bound population whose men and women must be coaxed 1nto 

contraception for their own goodo 

If the preceding sections have indicated that in 

terms of the economic system i.n which they are born, 

the families of La Ratte are maintaining an effective 

size, the following section will argue that 1n the ideo-

logical sphere as well, their beliefs, attitudes, and 

aspirations are in fundamental harmony with the economic 
I 

and demographic realities of their lives. 



l.1.st9J.o~ical Cnran_onPnt; P&l1efs and. Atti tn~lAS L 

The third component includes those cognitive and atti-

tudinal phenomena usually included under the rubric of 
0 ideology." Here we are primarily interested in the be-

liefs and aspirations of the tlait1an peaoantry w1tn regard 

to the number of children they have. An effective social 

system insures the participation of its members by several 

means; one of these is to inculcate in them beliefs and 

attitudes and aspirations which are 1n accord with, and 

result in, the behc1vior which the system requires of them. 

In the present context, th~s means that we would expect 

ideals concerning family size to bear at least some 

relationship to the actual families that are produced. 

When the conclusion of an anthropological or sociolo-

e;ical study is that the beliefs of a group are somehow 

unfathomable or weird. 1° there is something fishy., about 

the study. There exists such a piece of research about 

rural Haiti, 1n which the men and women in a Haitian 

village are depicted as being fatalistically and religiously 

indifferent to the number of children they havo--as -oe1ng 

in fact unaware of the whole question of family size. 

{Stycos, M.J.i 0 Hait1a.n Attitudes Toward Family S11,1e." 1962). 

Stycos' respondents (or rather those of his student) 

were first given a projective test and subsequently asked 

direct questions about how many children they desired. In 

the projective test they failed to talk about family s1ze 
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t ,, I ne two. 

Several people have oxpressed, in a very cautious manner, 

curiosity about the possibility of not having any more 

ch1 ldren. There are no widely-known local. folk-

contracept1 ves, though at least some people have talked 

about abortives. Th13 latter 1s considered sinful, but 

there is no evidence that this attitude has been instilled 

by the local priest. It 1s more likely of local ori~in. 

People have vaguely heard about the possibility of going 

to a doctor so as not to make any more children, this 

is seen as a sensible move. But it ls also bel1ev~d 

thAt the ~• wire" he puts 1n your stomach (I. U .D.) wi 11 

hurt some women and make them not be able to have children 

in the future. In short, there· is an interest on the part 

of 1 villagers to cease making children, but a fear that 

the methods used by doctors will resuilit in physical 

harm. And these methods have been merely vaguely heard 

about. For the most part they have the very realistic 

notion that conception is something over which they have 

no control. 

As was to be expected, conception, being out of the 

control of humans, was placed 1n the hands of God. "It 1s 

God who makes babies, not us." And since 1t 1s in the 

hands of God, many women and girls have mact.e a pilgrimage 

to Kalv~ (a shrine on the southern part of the Cul-de-Sac 

plain), where they have petitioned God either to send them 
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a child or to stop se~dln6 them children. But even this is 

seen as a slir.;htly dangerous move; many people feel that 

if you ask God for few children he will send you many, and 

that if you a.sk him for many, there is a good chance he 

will send you too few. (Though the religious idiom 1n 

which this is construed will strike many as pre-scientific, 

the obserirat1on 1 tself--namely, that the opposite of 

what w0.s prayed for ma.v occur--has a Vf':ry solid empirical 

base.) Thus the safest course is to Jrnep one's preferences 

to oneself, and assure God that He ls the Boss. 

This 1s precisely what Stycos' respondents ct.id, e.nd 

it is precisely what the people of La Hatte do if they 

are directly questioned as to how many children they 

want. "Whatever God sends me. If he sends me ten, I'll 

be happy; if he sends me two, I'll be happy." To 

take this type of statement at its face value as an 

expression of some inner conviction 1s to miss a very 

important sociocultural point, power to affect the 

will of God is a.ttr1 buted to words. '!'hough rural Haitian 

culture gives its own slant to this belief--i.e. don't 

even suggest th~t your will could differ from God's--

this habit has strong analogues in our own culture, 

ns is exemplified, for e-.:ample, by people who hope that 

prayer (words addressed to the Divinity) will cure sicknesses 

which medicine can't ha.ndle. 

At any rate to infer from such statements that the 
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Hai t1an villager ha.s no prAferc11c.es RS to the number of his 

children 1s to display a lack of insight. ~he social, 

economic, end personal consequences of having ten as opposed 

to two children 1s too e;reet in fill.Y. culture to be of no 

concern to the people involved. 

'J.1he trick 1s to phrase the question in a way which is 

not exposing the respondent to .iJivine retribution. 11 Before 

you were married, how many children did you ask God for?" 

"How many more children will you have before you ask God 

to stop you?" Questions such as these usue.lly evoke 

instantaneous answers. For the respondents who say 
I "No, you shouldn task God ••• ", the following approach 

was found to work. "Well, suppose God speaks ·to you in 

a dream and tells you 'I'll give you as many children 

as you want,• what will you say to him?" In all cases 

the answers vary between three and five, as mentioned 

above. 

While some might find this behavior on the part of the 

respondents as "superstitious," in another sense it is 

rational. Childbearing has in effect been an event .over, 

which they have had no control, and God has frequently . 
I, 

acted contrary to their Wishes. The best approach 1s 

to avoid the expression of any opinion in a matter so 

vital. Certainly it would be the height of folly to 

risk unknown punishment by giving a public answer to 

the dangerous question posed by an intruding interviewer. 
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In short there 1s enough information to justify the 

statement that the ideological component of the system 

that is under investigation here is 1n fundamental ha,rmon,Y 

with the economic and demographic components, In the sym-

bolic representations they give to fertility related matters, 

the people of La Batte display a consistency and an aware-

ness of the repercussions of having different numbers of 

children. While the religious idiom in which they insist 

on construing these matters may strike secular obse~vers 

as being somewhst bizarre and "exotic," stripping their 

statements of this idiom, we see that they have accurately 

perceived their helplessness ~n this me.tter and sens1 bly 

avoid making statements that could call down divine 

wrath on them. At the same time it is clear that they 

do harbor preferences, that these preferences are consistent 

with the realities of their life, end that if an inex-

pensive, effective, and phys1:cally safe method of realizing 

these preferences 1s made available to them, they will 

take advantage of 1t. 

'J.'he observer who 1s searching for quaint exotica will 

find much that lends itself to easy caricature in rural 

Uaiti, ~he uniqueness of Haiti's historical situation 

has : given rise to patterns of action and speech which 

if ripped from their context appear frankly bizarre. 
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t:ven the sympathetic observer cn.n easily distort and misin-

terpret what he sees and hear~ unlesa a constant attempt 

is made to place phenomena in their context. Stycos fell 

into this trap when he tried to study "attitudes" in 1so-

lotion. Far f'rom decrying any allee;ed irrationality or 

irresponsibility, the observer who takes a synthetic, 

integrated loolt at the economic, reproductive, and ideological 

facets of the 11 ves of the Haitian villagers can onl.v be 

amazed that the medically helpless domestic groups in 

this population have achieved such a close overall fit 

between what 1s economically convenient, what 1s normati-

vely nesired,and what is demographically achieved.· 
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J m:gl:tcntions For I:~n.i:ll.Y: Planning Proe;reJll.§.• 

The gener al implication of what has been said thus far 

is that those individuals whose role it 1s to make available 

family planning information and devices to rural Haiti 

will find themselves confronted not by an unreasonable, 

stubborn, traditional population, but rather by one which 

1s competently keepine; its head above water under very 

trying economic circumstances, and which ,-1111 accept 

innovation easily 1f it can be shown to be feasible and 

safe. There will be many problems which family planning 

programs will have to face, out these problems will stem 

from logistical difficulties in the main, end not from 

so called "attitudinal" differences in the population 

trying to be reached. On the whole the only justified 

assumption with which to enter such a program is that 

the target population will on the whole react rationally 

to the program, as rationally as 1 t is~·dealing w1 th 

other aspects of its lives. If "resistance" to the 

program occurs, we can assume that 1t will be due to 

gre.ss-roots factors, 1nv1s1 ble to outsic.ers, which make 

it sensible for the v1lla.gers to hold off, or impossible 

for them to behave in a way which outside planners deem 

desirable. ~he main task of research 1s to identify 

these local factors. 
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But tl11s 1s a general implication, e,nd the same might 

be oa1d of almost any ''development" program. There are 

some much more specific insights which the months of 

research have produced of relevance to the plans currently 

being made to extend medical and family planning services 

into the Thomazeau area. We can first aiscuss some obstacles 

which might t heoretically appear and see if they present 

any real problems. 

1. Resistance from l arge fs.m1ly norms? The answer to 

this question is implied in the preceding discussions. There 

1s no unequivocal widespread preference for very large 

families as such. The J-5 range into which everybody ques-

tioned thus far has fallen may be larger than the norms 

prevalent in an industrialized sett:l. ng, but it 1s a reasonable 

goal 1n terms of the 1mmed1ate economic considerations o~ 

the villagers. Once this number has been reached, people 

tend to want to stop having children. A family planr..1ng 

program here would not find itself combatting any- tradition-

bound or religion-bound prejudices 1n favor of many 

children. 

2. Resistance from Vodoun? Some observers have sug..; 

gested that practitioners of the Haitian folk r e ligion, 

Vodoun, would resist the notion of fertility control 

either because of beliefs inherent in this religion or 

because of outright opposition on the part of the houngans, 

the local cult priests. But here again the evidence seems 
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to indicate tha.t this is a weal{ possi•b111 ty. 

It will be re.membered that a strong association was 

found beteween religion and marital status. But this 

means simply that a Protestant is much more liltely to 

have his union leg1t1m1zed civilly and religiously than 

a vodou1st. No success was had in trying to discover an 

association between number of children and religion. 

Pe'l'.'sons of high, medium, s.nd loN fertility ,rnre distri-

buted randomly acro:Js the three religious groups. 

There 1s no sal1ent element 1n the belief system 

of Vodoun in La Ha.tte which would make it take a clear 

stand one way or another with regard to contraception. 

On the contrary reproduction seems to be one of the 

areas that is specifically removed from the domain of 

them, the spirits of the Vodoun pantheon. Whereas 

the lwa are believed to meddle 1n many human affairs, 

1t is said that children come only from "Bo-Dye," God. 

In the Vodoun religious system, God 1s generally a ,very 

remote figure, and he enters very infrequently in the 

dealings of the peasants w1th the supernatural realm. 

Whereas vodou1:=,ts resort frequently to the services of 

houngans for matters of siclmcss, I know of no case 

where any houngan has been consulted for purposes of 

co11ceptlon or contraception, On the contrary, 1f the 

people wish to resort to the supernatural in this matter, 

they make a pilgrimage to a Catholic shrine. 
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This may seem like a m1no1~ distinction to make; but 

in terms of Vodoun theology tt is of great significance. 

Fertility, by being placed in the hands of the remote 

"Bo-Dye," has been removei somewhat from the pale of 

Vodoun. 

But what about the houngans? Could a hostile houngan 

turn his followers agai::ist family planning? Ac;ain the 

answer is most likely M• Even assuming that he had 

some reason for being against family planning (which 

1 s not lilrely), the typictil houngan of the Cul-de-Sac 

plain 1s in no position to meddle in this matter. Contrary 

to the impression given in many books about Vodoun, the 

average houngan here has no large, loyal folloi'ling. On 

the contrary there 1s fierce competition among houngans 

for 11 jobs," (ceremonies, healing sessions, oracular 

sessions, and the like). In the brief period of time 

in which we have been in the villagep almost a dozen 

different houngans have been contracted by different 

people of La Hatte for different purposes. The vodouists 

purposely switch houngans to prevent any one houngan from 

finding too much about their families. Over half of the 

oracular sessions ("rele-lwa", ceremonies in which a houngan 

summons a spirit behind closed doors, and the spirit actually 

talks to the people gathered outside---in a muffled voice 

that nonetheless sounds surprisingly like that of the houngan.) 

ended up as failures and the houngans were called fakers. 
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In general the houngans are on the defensive. The advice 

that the lwa give>is for the most part ·restricted to cere-

monial matters--e.g. what type of animal to lct.11 in the 

next sacrifice, or what type of cooked food to offer the 

hia. At no time have I heard of a lwa criticizing a devo-

tee for going to a doctor instead of a houngan--the 

houngan who summoned the l,.ra would be immediately suspect. 

The devotees are already too suspicious of the houngans 

for them to risk going out on limbs. Their practical 

instructions are kept within very confined bounds. 

Finally 1t must be pointed out that even 1n medical 

matters, where the houngans and lwa are frequently consulted, 

the devotees will go first to a doctor 1f they have the 

money, The difficulties 1n obta1n1n5 modern medical care 

make the houngan a frequently solicited person; but whenever 

medical care 1s available, the people talre avail. For 

example a surprisingly large number of village womeh go 

to Port-au-Prince to have their children in the public 

maternity ward (Chancerelle). We can expect them to have 

the same orientation to fam1ly planning. Wherever effec-

tive and 1nexpens1ve modern practices come 1nto any sphere 

of life, the houngan and the lwa retreato 

J. Will there be resistance from the Catholic Church? 
The Catholic Church 1s frequently seen as a potential 

threat to fertility control programs. The Church could 
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conceivably morally coerce 1ts membe:rs--even those who 

ni ght prefer a smsll family--to refrain from contrvceptive 

practices. 

But here again the possibilities of any opposition 

influencing the behavior of the rural Haitians 1s small; 

especially in areas such as the Cul-de-Sac plain where 

Vodoun 1s strongly prevalent. Though the priest performs 

essent1a.l ceremonial functions--ba.pt1sms, weddings, fune-

rals- -the v1llagers ignore him when he rails against 

Vodoun. In matters outside of ceremonies, the priest 

has practically no authority. It 1s unlikely that any 

eventual opposition on his part to contraception would 

carry any more local weight t~an his oppos1t1on to Vodoun. 

4. Res1stA.nce from the P;r:otesta,nt churches? In general 

the Protestants of La liatte tend to go along with the 

Catholics in construing conception and childbirth as an 

act of God. But the Protestant pastors are in general 

favorable to contraception. The two local women who 

were pointed out to me as having tried I.u.n•s were 

both Protestants. Some American student s who spent a 

few weeks in a rural community near La Hatte, where the 

majority of the inhabitants are Protestants, found open 

discussion on the use of contraceptives. All indications 

are that the Protestant sector of the community would res-

pond positively to family planning information. 

,. How would men react to familv planning? On the 

whole men have demonstrated as strong preference for the 
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4--.5 child family as women, The vast majority of domestic 

units--whethcr the spouses Are married or plas6--are 

headed by conjugal pairs both of whose members assume res-

ponsibility in one sp~here of the productive activities 

that keep them and their children a.live. And both men 

and women have been heard to complain about the pinch that 

comes from being unable to feed and clothe a l e.rge number 

of childreno 

'there is a numerically small category of men who 

might conceivably insist on maximu~ childbearing from their 

womeno These are the "gro-n'eg," the men possessing economic 

power ( 01-mers of much land), religious power ( successful 

houngans), and perhaps those pessessing grass-roots 

poli t1cal power ( the seks vo and his me.rechal). As 

a man rises in··any one of these spheres of power, chances 

are that he 111111 take on another woman. There is always 

admiration implied when it is said, "So-and-3o has forty-

s ,~ven children aJ.1d probably more? 11 To kid a man publicly 

for ~ •ving nine children with four women is to pay him 

a compliment. 

Rut the men in this category constitute a tiny minority 

of the male population. The vast majority of men fall into 

the category of the monogamous poor, and 1t 1s highly un-

likely that the ordinary person would try to increase his 
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social status through high fert111ty.·-

Further-inore there seems to be little indication~ of 

"machismo, 0 in the Lc.'\.tin American sense, where men reputedly 

express their masculinity through sexual exploits and a 

large number of offspr1n8. (This supposedly "Latin 

Amer1can° trait probably does·:· not apply to large parts 

of Latin America either}. 

In short there 1s no reason to think that men would 

not encourage their women to use contraceptive devices that 

are felt to be safe. But even supposing that among the 

monogamous poor a few males were to object, 1t 1s not at 

all certain that their wishes would be the1r wives' command. 

We have already mentioned the uxor1local residence patterns 

prevailing in this part of Haiti. The result of these 

patterns is the prevalence of kin clusters where sisters and 

their mother reside in immediate proximity to one another. 

Brothers and sons leave their paternal compound to re-

side in houses built on property given by the1r wives' 

families. It 1s the daughters who remain With their mothers, 

their husbands will be outsiders to the compound. Thus 

there 1s formed a coalition of consangu1neally related fe-

males 1n constant interaction with each other on their 01m 

property; the males on the other hand are outsiders from 

other lakou with no close blood ties to each other. Th1s 

situation has obvious domest1o power 1mpl1cat1onso 
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Furthermore one need but consider the economic inde-

pendence and geographic :mobility enjoyed by the entre-

preneur females. 'l'hou6h more exact research will now be 

done on the process of decision making within domestic 

groups, all evidence now points to the power o:t· women. 

Indeed 1n searching for potential houses in which to 

live in the various communities that had been considered 

as potential reseerch sites, 1t wo.r; ali-re.ys with females 

that I had to set prices, and in one case it was the 

woman of·cthe house whose decision resulted in the house 

not being rented to me. Well over 60.% of the heads of 

the houses 1n the communities were women--even in houses 

where there was a conjugal pair, me.rried .QI pla.se. One 

aspect of the uxorilocal residence patterns is that once 

the man builds the house on the property of his wife's 

parents, the house 1s considered to be owned by the woman •. 

If there 1s conjugal breakup, it 1o the man who has to 

leave, Indeed even the 40.% of cases in which the head 

of the house was said to be a male contain houses where 

the female is in fact the head, if the union breaks up 

the house will belong to the woman. 

The combination of these residential patterns and 

property considerations create a situation where it 1s 

quite unlikely that the men will have the governing 

word 1n matters related to family planning. 
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6. Fea:r of _rih,1rs1cal harm or 1rrevorsib11Lt,2:. The a.bove 

pa ragraphs havc,: sue;ges.ted that several theoretically possi-

ble sources of resistance to family planning will probably 

have little real power. This 1s not to SBY that the 

spread of fertility control will be automatic and rapid. 

Aside from the logistical problems involved in the imple-

mentation of an effective programy there is very likely 

to be a suspicion concerning the safety of the devices 

offerred, especially the IUD. Informants who have told me 

of two women 1n the community us1ne the IU-.u have also 

talked of the disastrous consequences. One of the women has 

had one of hP.r breasts removed in a cancer ope_rat1on. The 

other woman had had the IUD re~oved to have another child 

and the child died. In both cases the non-users associated 

the physical tragedy with the IUD. The initial fear-based 

suspicion of contraceptives that has been seen in other 

countries can be expected in .La hatte Gadette as well. 

But 1t must be emphasized that this type of caution 

is qualitatively different from the primitive resistance 

due to religious or traditional prejudices. Fear of nega-

tive physical side effects to the woman, far from be1ns 

a manifestation of obstinr.1~,V.•: or superst1 t1on, 1s on 

the contrary a sentiment with which many of the program 

planners themselves will be familiar. 
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7, Who wlll be the first clients? We can expect that 

in the rural areas women with four or more children will 

be the most receptive groupo There is little likelihood that 

young couples of 1.a Hatte will ma.lt:e any attempt to delay 

or even space their children. Cn the contrary pregnancy is 

eagerly a1•1ai ted by young couples recently married or plase; 

and 1n many instances (perhaps most) young people who 

are going to get legally married do so only after the 

g1rl has become pregnant; once the boy has demonstrated 

hls seriousness by building a house and providing the wedding 

r1hgs, the parents of the girl relax vigilance and give 

their daughter a chance to demonstrate that s~e will 

indeed bear children. 

We can expect the desire for children to continue 

until the complement of~ has been reachedo More extensive 

questioning is needed before any confident predictions 

can be made, but available evidence makes it seem unlikely 

that young men or women beginning their adult lives 1n the 

economic activities current in La hatte will find any 

reason for not filling the necessary domestic personnel 

complement as quickly as po.ss1 ble. Thts prediction 1s 

made w1 th reservations, as 1n many we.ys the spacing of 

children makes as much economic sense as their rapid produc-

tion one right after the other. But what is certain 1s 

that most will aim for four or five, and that receptivity 

to family planning will be highest among couples who already 
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have this number of children. 

8. J11P.sr.:nc;es reco111111 P.ndi n13: the two child f am11Y will most 

1,,kely fall on courteous but deaf ean. This follows from 

several of the discussions above. Barring unlikely immediate 

changes 1n the economic alternatives available to the 

typical domestic group, the productive gain r~sulting from 

four or five children will f'ar outweigh the added strain 

on consumption resources which these children cause. 

'i'hough the reticent peasants are unlikely to disagree 

orenly with health educators, they will know very well 

that the pictures or slides showing prosperous, healthy, 

well-dressed couples with two children do not ~pply to 

themselves. 

9o At the local level deliverers of family planning 

education should be prepared to deal ' with the ques t ion 

of God's involvement in the ferti lity process. We have 

already seen that the effective elicitation of family-

size preferences depends on the question being phrased 

1n terms of the re11eious idiom in which the people them-

selves discuss these matters. It 1s also possible that 

the education process will be facilitated in the beginning 

if the educators are able to switch into this idiom if the 

need arises. We are not dealing with "deep rooted beliefs," 

but rather with verbal habits. In rural Haiti there are 

strong and widely obeyed norms governing the fashion in which 
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matters pertaining to ·fertility may be discussed publicly. 

And ,:though acceptance of family plan11ir..B ultime.tely depends 

not on clever messages, but on whether it can be shown to 

be a physically safe and sure method of reaching ends which 

the families themselves desire; nonetheless familiarity 

with the currently prevalent religious idiom will be helpful at 

ai1 ·--~1•n1 tial stage by perm1 tting the delicate matter of 

contraception to be cast in a publicly acceptable linguistic 

garment until the real issue--physical safety--emerges. 

At any rate the educators should be aware of the strong 

habit prevalent in rural Haiti by which conception and 

childbirth are construed in terms of the will 9f God. 

10. The proprr.rplace for a family ple.nning t)rogram 

in present da .• y Hai ti 1s within the context of a general 

12,ubl1cg health program. This is apparent to anybody who 

has seen at first hand the situation 1n a Haitian village. 

Infant mortality is a much more pressing problem to the 

villagers than excessive fertility. The first demand 

of the villagers will be for medicine and shots, not for 

contraceptives. 

A point so obv1011s should need l.i ttle elaboration. But 

apparently there 1s, among some advocates of international 

fami ly planning programs, a point of Vifiw which would like 

to make fertility control programs a separate endeavour, whose 

planning, funding, and execution would be carried on somewhat 
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ind.epen~ently of ~eneral health care.· The logic behind 

this view ls deceptively convi11cing1 the problem ls de!"lned 

abstractly as that of' an excessive growth rateJ the solu-

tion is envisioned as a drop in the birth rate, so the 

trick is to get 'em to use contracept1ves. The flaw 

lies in failing to specify- what is a problem for whom. 

·.1.'he problem for the resident of La Ratte 1s to have enough 

children so that by the time the ones who are going to 

die have died there will be enough children left to help 

out in farming and marketing while they are still dependents 

a.nd to take care of him when he is old. As long as the 

villagers are forced to operate:: within the context of 

present economic alternatives, we can expect them to strive 

for a four-to-five child. fam1ly.,.--which 1s in fact what 

they average out to now. Even a successful diffusion of 

c~1:~~t1;_ve lmow;J.ed.ge and :practice w111 1 by; 1tself I not 

trigger off a decline in the Si!:Qlit.11 ratfu_ 

Then what meaning can contraception have in present 

day Haiti? Fertility control programs can be combined with 

mortal1ty-r~duc1ng public\ health programs to free family 

size from the control of a child-giving God and a child-

destroyi~g death, thus permitting couples to have, with 

a minimum of sufferlng,human wastage, and involuntary var1e.t1on 

above or below the mean, the four or five children which the 

vast majority of them will undoubtedly choose. 

But what about the catastrophic growth rate which this 
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mod.al family size will produce? The demographic dead-rmcl 

into which this collective behavior will eventually lead 

Haitian society can be avoided only by altering the 

stagnant~, impoverished productive and distrl but1 ve system 

which now makes it economically imperative for the villa-

gers to have four or five children. Who will do this 

and how it will be done cannot be decided at family-

planning conferences~ 
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Tho alroye point of view is in no sense pessimistic or 

negative. It recognizes the essential role that fal!lily 

planning plays in present day Haitig but it 
..[;., 

tries place 
/\., 

these programs in a valid conceptual and theoretical 

framework. Certainly there 1s a bias involved in the eco-

nomic viewpoint espoused here. But it is a bias which is 

eminently consistent-. with our historical knowledge co11-

cern1·11g the profound societal changes which have provided 

the framework for demographic change. It is rot a matter 

of seeking for simple--or simpl1st1c--causes, but of 

loolcing for where the principal burden of chane;e lies. 

Certainly the stance which places economic and techno-

logical and environmental factors at the center of atten-

tion 1s much more consistent with history than the stance 

which envisions demographic change through the manipulation 

of mental and attitudinal variables. 

Thus on an immediate level this point of view would not 

place emphasis on the study of attitudes or opinions as 

the principal road to insight 1nto human fertility behavior. 

Rather the approach advanced here would enter the research 

area with the general belief that the most important '-nsights 

into reproductive behavior--for example, the different 

"per-capita" fertility outputs of different populations--

a.re to be gleaned from the examination of certain key techno-

logical and economic parameters. From the point of view of 
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this research project ln rural Haiti, the crucial 

variables to be observed are those aspects of the productive 

and distributive system which create a certa.1n structure 

of opportunities, certain man-hour requirements, personnel 

demands and the like. The cost and benefit impllcat1ons of 

different numbers of children can be shown to vary widely 

in different economic systems around the world. ~t 1s 

in these differential demands that the search might be 

profitably conducted for the key to different levels of 

reproduct1ve output. 

It will be the task of research to subject these propo-

sitions to concretization in the context of a Haitian village. 

As it now stands the ea:nom1c argument is essentially a series 

of general propositions, at the same level of impregnable 

vagueness as counter-arguments concerning the importance 

of "attitudes" and "valu.as·il! ::11 ~1 

At the initial stage there will be little need for 

sophisticated economic theory. The first need rather is 

for detailled information on the economic activities of the 

population being researched. The approach will be "natural-

istic" in that 1t will ask concrete questions about concrete 

domestic groups. 

The first proposition to be tested is the very notion 

that there exists an ••optimum personnel level. 11 lf this 

concept has any validity, then wo would expect to find that 

groups w1 th too few members orr• too many members are suf-
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ferlng from dlffent types of strains. · There is e.n abundance 

of both types of households 1n La Ratte, providing us with 

a type of natural laboratory, in which to investigate this 

proposition. 

Furthermore there are markecr fertility differentials 

within the community itself. (See Appendix II)t If an 

effective paradigm can be developed for unequivocally 

assir,n1ng 1ndiv1du~ls to the categories of high, medium, 

and low fertility, then we can begin to look for correlates• 

as a clue to possible causesp of 1ntra-commun1ty fertility 

dlifferent1als. A code-sheet has already been prepared in 

which every ad.ult 1n the communtty has been scored for 

eighteen variables (and there 1a information on each 

1nd1V1dual which has 11ot yet been coded). The com-

mit\ment to the intensive study of one community will 

permit the gathering of much detail\ed information on 

most or all household groups, perm1tt1ng us to probe 

these matterso 

But prerequisite to the search for intra-community 

variation 1s the grasping of the common patterns which 

all households and 1nd1v1duals share, especially the 

econom1c · patterns, in view of the hypothesis guiding this 

research. Much research t1me has already been dedicated 

to the construction of a generalized model of production, 

distribution, and consumption as practiced by the "typical" 

domestic group 1n La Ratte. There 1s a common task-structure 
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underlying the activities of almost all the domestic units 

in La. Batte; there is a basic 0conomlc theme in this 

community of small landholders. lntra-community economic 

differentiation consists of var1at1ons on this common 

plot, rather than the completely disparate occupations 

which characterize the households in a more differentiated 

population0 This common plot consists of a finite but 

lengthy series of daily, weekly, monthly and yearly 

taslcs--each taslt having its typical performers (e.g. 

children, in the case of care of animals) and its typical 

man-hour demands. Only when tl11s task-structure governing 

the activities of the villagers has been conceptually 

mastered can ·we begin seriously quantifying intra-villRge 

differences• and getting some solid statements concerning 

the contributions to; and drains on, , family resources on 

the part of children• to replace the general propositions 

which up to now characterize discourse about the economic 

value of children. The spec1f1cs of this research will 

be the subject of subsequent paperso 

Over and above this line of research, which is 

very theoretical in nature (though if new insights are 

!'orthooming the practical and methodological implications 

could be far reaching), our presence in a village permits 

us to do research of ·1mmed1ate practical value to a 

forthcoming medical program {which will eventually have 

a family;: planning component) soon to be opened 1n Thomazeau. 
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Over and above the matters already discussed in the 

section conce:rnlne; practical points for p. family program, 

research is being done into current health practices and 

concepts in La fiatte. I n the absence of modern medical 

care, the villa8ers resort to folk practices--for example, 

consultation with houngans, the use of various me~1cinally 

effective herbs, and the llke--and have evolved a series 

of consistent,lf not scientific, concepts about the nurnan 

body, heal th, siclrness and the like. Since all indica.tions 

are that family planning programs 1n rural Haiti will be 

carried on in the conte~t of public health programs,research 

into these areas of purely medical interest should be 

carried on simulta11eously with research into the factors 

affecting the course of family planning programs, To repeat 

a point made earlier1 family planning cannot be compartmen-

talized from general public health, neither 1n programs, 

nor in research, in pr esent day Ha1t1. 
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s u j.,;-J~RY AHD CG:rTChUS l.OH 

This paper has organized a collectio:1 of empirically re-

corded econonic, oemograph1c, and attitudinal phenomena 

within a theoretic.al frame of reference Which seeks for 

functional relationships between the phenomena. The central 

are;ument has been that if one takes a deep and comprehensive 

look at the situation in rural Haiti, one 1s forcea. to 

conclude that current family size is not a.11 accidental 

demographic blunder that can be remedied by the diffusion 

of contraceptive knowledge and practice but r ather a systemic 

component which is geared to the demands of a particular 

type of ~conomic system. 

This insight has important 1mplicat1ons for fam1ly plan-

l'ling programs. Stated bluntly, it means that the hope of 

cemogrnph1c stabilizat.ion through contraception is a 

pre-scientific pipe-dream. Contraception is a tool which 

individuals will use to reach their own ends; if they 

can profitably use four or five children, they will continue 

to produce them. This•: fact does not render family plan-

ning programs useless, but merely indicates the folly 

of believing that in themselves they will provide a solu-

tion to the population growth ra.teo If the argument of 

this paper is valid, even a successful faro.ly planning 

program would leave the growth r ate of rural Haiti largely 

untouched. Less abstractly, no amount of "education"--short 

of coercion--is going to induce the very sensible villagers 
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of La Hat~e to have frnrnT than the four or flve children 

which they currently need in the context of available 

economic e.lternati ves--a.nd which on the average -r;hey are 

producing. Autome,tic population stab1 lization through 

the diffusion of family- planning is a poorly conceived 

fanta.sy. 

Family planning will leave untouched the core of 

the dilemma. Humbly realizing this, a more_modest role 

can be given to family planning programso :B.'ven in 

societies, such as Haiti, 'rrhich are still trapped in this 

demograpllic paradox, family planning programs can profi-

tably be combined with programs of remedial and preven-

tive medicine to give individuals at least some control 

over birth, eickness, and death. Though the resulting 

families will still be larger than a demographer would 

deem wise, the families will nonetheless have been pro-

duced in the face of less human suffering and more 

human control. 
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AnpendixI: The Censu§L 

At e.n early stae;e in the research I did a census of 

all of the houses in the community. '-luest1ons were included 

which would surr•lY me w1 th basic demographic and family-

structure information concerning the entire popula.t1on of 

the research community. There were several reasons for 

attempting this at an early stage of the research. 

In the first place the demographic characteristics 

of the population--age structure, sex ratio, fertility a.nd 

mortal1 ty, a.nd the like--const1 tute essential data about 

what kind of a group we are dealing with. Furthermore 

certain aspects of family structure--d1fferent types of 

unions, headship of houses, household composition, disposi-

tion or outside children--have rarely or never been 

quantified for any Haitian community, In comparison to 

several other societies 1n the Car1ibbean, there is a 

la.clt of published data concerning these areas, and our 

information concerning rural Haitian family structure con-

sists for the most part in general statements (frequently 

outdated) concerning "exotic" pract1ces--such as poly-

gamy and the sharp division of labor which places the woman 

in the marketplace--with no specific quantified information 

concerning the prevalence of these phenomena. 

Furthermore the intens1 ve aspect of this res·earch 

involves the contacting of individuals and families rep-
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1~cscntati ve of different fertil1 ty-rc·levant cateeor1es w1 thin 

the community. But this in turn pt:>esupposes at least 

some 1nfor..nat1on about all of the individuals and fami .. 

lies 111 the communities, in order that these more inten .. 

sively studied cases can be chosen intelligently. It 1s to 

the advantage of the study to have this information as 

e~rly as po:ss1blo, and the census has to a large degree 

achieved this. 

Finally the quantified information has sugsestE::d cer-

tain hypotheses--as regards fertility differentials, for 

example--which can now be probed more closely. The earlier 

in the research such information is available, the 

more time that is left to do the necessary !'ollow-up. 

It was essential that this basic 1nformat1on be 

gleaned in as short a period of time as possible. This 

resulted in the elimination fromthe census of certain 

matters which, though of interest to the demographer and 

student of family structure, proved to be taxing the memo-

ries of the respondents and tripling or quadrupling the 

time necesse.ry to cover each household. 1-'urthermore 

delica.te economic questions proved to be a stumbling block 

and were !'requently evaded anyway. Thus these too were 

eliminated from the census. Such matters can be taken 

up at a later date in the form of detail\ed mating his-

tories or an economic survey, either on the entire popula-

tion or on a sample thereof, depending on research resources. 
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Since I did the entire census myself, I ran into many 

of the problems which beset the tsatherer of extensive data 

1n this type of a population. tiuch methodological problems, 

though inherent in the study of illiterate populations unused 

to the intrusion of inquiring outsiders (except perhaps 

for reasons of taxation or control of illega.l behavior), 

can greatly affect the accuracy of certain types of data. 

For this reason they meri~ discussion. 

'!'here were certain area.s of inquiry where I believe 

there were errors--unintentional as well as intentional--

in the information supplied by certain respondents. 

One side-bene1·1t of doing the census early is that as the 

weeks and months go by and my knowledge of the community 

and its members grows, I can pinpoint the areas of error. 

Tho experience of gathering this type of data renders 

one somewhat skeptical about the complete accuracy of much 

extensive survey data gathered in the third world (and 

about the candor of researchers who present impressive 

tables of data without any qualifying comments as to the 

proba.ble areas of distortion> 

One area of unintentional distortion concerned the ages 

of the respondents. ~n most cases the respondents gave 

ages which were cons1Stfmt with their physical appearance and 

with their number of children-everborn. In such cases their 

age was taken at face value. But other persons either did 

not know their age or gave ages that were inconsistent with 
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their appearance (such as the grandmother who said she was 

f'1ftecn). '.('here is a method of age determination used 

in:; Hai ti which uses a combination of .. the Presidents and 

of important local events in the community for determining 

when an individual was born. But no such scheme ha.d as 

of yet been worked out for La Hatte, end in any case 

it would have greatly lengthened the time of each interview. 

In cases where there was an age problem, I made a tenta-

tive classification on the basis of children. Females 

begin childbearing for the most part in their early :twen-

ties, males in their late twenties. The ages of 22 and 

28 were taken as baselines. lf a woman who did not know 

ner age said that she had three children, the oldest of which 

was such-and-such a height, indicating, say., a ten-year-old 

child, her age was given as 22 plus 10, 1.e, thirty-two, 

if this was not completely inconsistent with her physical 

appearance. A variation on the same method was used if 

it was an older person who said she did not know ner age. 

For example if an old woman said that her oldest child 

was a son who in turn had a twelve-year-old child, the 

woman's age was given as 22 plus 28 plus 12, 1.e. 62. 

~espite its limitations I believe this approach succeeded 

in placing the respondents within their proper ten-year 

age group. 



On the whole there was a tendency to underestimate ages. 

r~y own estimates probably tended tol'lara. the conserve ti ve 

side as well. A lia.1 tian ethno13rapher in 'J."homazeau, who 

by a stDolrn of fortune is organist and sacristan forthe 

Catholic Church, has shown an interest ln the study and has 

aereed to checlc out at least some of the reported ages 

against the official records in the Church. If it proves 

to be of significance, some readjustment of ages can be 

done for the entire population of La Ratte. &nd some 

insights can perhaps be gotten into the usual direction 

and scope of erroneous aee-reporting. 

Another area of distort1on~--probably intentional in at 

least some cases---concerned the very number of persons 

staying 1n the house. There 'ltiere a few cases where persons 

denied the presence of certain residents, 1:f these latter 

were not members of their nuclear families. This appeared 

to be more common in ca.sea where the person was residing 

there because of some marital break-up. In a similar 

fashion incorrect information was sometimes given concer-

ning the relationship of the person to the respondent. 

For example a daughter's child or a sister's child m1 0ht 

be described by a woman as her own child. 

In many cases it was undoubtedly a matter of m1sun-

derstand1ng--the respondent believing that outsiders re-

siding there should not be written down as members of the 

household, or that children whom she was roaring as her 
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Appendix LL; ,J:i'e:rttli t,y: Di(fer~ntials 

There are very marked fertility differentials within 

the conunun1ty of La liatte. An attempt is being made to 

search for patterns of fertility, to discover any 

correlates--be they social, religious, economic, biological, 

or genealog1cal--with the different levels of fertility. 

'.J.'his presupposes that the community be strati fled into 

groups of high, medium, and low fe~tility. Tables 9 

and 10 0011stltute the paradigm again:t which men and women 

respectively have been coded as being of high, :rned1um, or 

low fertility. 

This stratification 1s being done ~ot on absolute 

criteria, but on community-spe~1f1c criteria. That 1s 

the community itself is being divided up. Men will be 

judged on fertility according to how they compare with 

other men in their community, not according to any 

international comparisons. 

Furthermore the stratification presented here is done 

in terms of age groups. Thus to have 5 children may be 

high, mcd1um,or low fertility depending on the age of 

the person. 

Finally the strat1fic:=i.t1on presented here is that 

which has been arrived at by considering number of children 

everborn rather than live children. The latter approach would 

also have been valid and was attempted as well. But it 

appeared that the number of childre1, everborn is a more 
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Table 10 

Female .Fertility Strat1f1cat1on -
on the basis of 

children everborn 
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valid index of fertility than childrena.l1 ve, U11til 1 t 1s 

known more exactly what were the general causes Rnd ages 

of death of children. 

Since the census data has for the most part been 

ta·bulated 111 the form of code sheets lining up similar 

bits of data for each individual, I have been able to 

do some trial correlations. Each individual was first 

coded as to hie;h, medium, or low fertility, and then 

some simple manual tabulations done to see if these 

categories correlated with religion or education. 

Nothing was fo1tnd for education (defined simply as whether 

a person 1s 11 ter:lte or not) and only the slightest indi-

cation was found that married women might . be slightly higher 

in fertility than non-married women, But the association 

was not statistically significant. Thus at present these 

two h,ypotheses have to be rejected. 

'i'here is a danger that the breakdown 1 ts elf 1s an 

invalid stratification of the community,and a more effec-

tive scheme will have to be developed. Or it~, is also 

possible that the scheme will be valid only for older 

people1 1.e. l.n the case of younger persons it is too soon 

to tell whether when their childbearing is finished they 

will be high, medium, or low. If this is so, then some 

correlations should be tried using, for example, only 

the population above the age of 45 for p J -


